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1 Personal details

Summary Interdisciplinary researcher with a background in innovation.1,2 US Citizen with Indefinite
Leave to Remain in the UK.

Education

• PhD, Computing, The Open University. 2014.
• BA (Hons), Mathematics, New College of Florida. 2002.

Positions
Open Research Project Manager, Oxford Brookes (since 1/2023)
Director, Hyperreal Enterprises, Ltd. (since 6/2019)

Experience Research Fellow, Institute for Ethical AI, Oxford Brookes (10/2020-12/2022)
Associate Lecturer, Engineering, Computing and Mathematics, Oxford Brookes (2021-2022)
Hourly Paid Lecturer, Department of Digital Humanities, King’s College London (2021-2022)
Attended Entrepreneur First, a selective deep tech incubator programme (2020)
Software Engineer (Clojure), Open Markets, developing a healthcare equipment marketplace (2019)
Research Associate, “MathSoMac”, School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh (2016-2019)
Research Associate, “COINVENT”, Computing, Goldsmiths, University of London (2014-2016)
Research Assistant, “DECIPHER”, Knowledge Media Institute, The Open University (2013)
Editor in the Peeragogy Project, shaping a new learning paradigm (since 2012)
Member of the Board of Directors of PlanetMath.org, which developed an early commons-based peer
production platform to build a a free/open online encyclopedia of mathematics (2005-2014)

2 How have you contributed to the generation of knowledge? Media scholar Howard Rheingold cre-
ated a neologism to describe my doctoral research on “peer produced peer learning”, i.e., peeragogy.3,4
There are presently around 11,000 hits for that term on Google. My research publications focus on vari-
ous aspects of collaborative knowledge production. I am currently applying mymeta-research and project
management skills in a large consortium project that aims to improve research practice across the sector.

3 How have you contributed to the development of individuals? As the Director of Hyperreal Enter-
prises, I’ve brought together a transdisciplinary research network for peer learning, co-coaching, and paid
contract work.5 In the Peeragogy project, I’ve facilitated dialogue and collaboration amongst researchers,
entrepreneurs, educators, and innovators from around the globe.6,7 I have supervised Master’s theses
in informatics, data science, and Digital Humanities, as well as two Google Summer of Code interns. I
helped develop a new course, Data Science for Design, which taught applied research skills to Master’s
students, who deployed them real-world problem found via in-house “data fairs”.8

1h-index = 18: https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=A9YEB5YAAAAJ; https://orcid.org/0000-0003-1330-4698.
2100% Open Access; top 41% by global reach: https://profiles.impactstory.org/u/0000-0003-1330-4698/achievements
3http://oro.open.ac.uk/40775/
4https://clalliance.org/blog/toward-peeragogy/
5https://github.com/exp2exp/exp2exp.github.io
6https://groups.google.com/g/peeragogy?pli=1
7https://piercepress.com/peeragogy-in-action
8https://datafairs.github.io/
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4 How have you contributed to the wider research community? In the “Growing and Embedding Open
Research in Institutional Practice and Culture”, a five-year programme funded by Research England, my
contribution focuses on developing 180 new trainers across the sector using a “train the trainer” model. At
Brookes, I also co-lead the AI and Data Analysis Network, with over 90members. In previous postdoctoral
projects, I organised research events on transdisciplinarity, creativity, and meta-research, e.g., “Enabling
Mathematical Culture” at Oxford University,9 and “Cybernetic Serendipity Reimagined” in connection with
AISB 2018.10 At the University of Edinburgh, I co-developed a new course, “Data Science for Design”,
in which Master’s students gained capacities to carry out data-centric research projects.11

5 How have you contributed to broader society? Building on previous experience with large-scale col-
laboration in free/open online, my consultancy Hyperreal Enterprises has been developing new processes
and tools for multi-stakeholder collaboration and community-driven research. Our initial application is to
urban health, working with a client at the University of the West of England.

6 Personal statement To bring about change at the level and scale required in this critical time in
human history will require far-reaching transdisciplinary inquiry and innovation in the processes of learn-
ing and adaptation. Technology is always only one part of the problem. New practices are needed to
use technology effectively, and the institutions that shape these practices need to be understood and
transformed.

7 Additions I enrolled in the mathematics department at the University of Texas in Austin for postgrad-
uate study (2002-2004), but did not find the programme a good fit for my hands-on approach to learning.
I left to pursue independent research in collaboration with the PlanetMath project (2005-2009).
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